台湾新竹市立鶯歌陶磁博物館における個展 −月下− について
Exhibition at New Taipei city Yingge Ceramic Museum (Taiwan) ” Moon Light”
2017 / 2 / 24 ~ 4 / 9
加藤

真美

Mami Kato

（芸術学部）

 ޓᐕೋ㗡㨮บḧᣂ┻Ꮢ┙㢩㒻⏛ඳ‛㙚ߢዷ␜ࠍߔࠆᯏળࠍᓧߚޕ
ળ႐ߪਅ  㓏㨮㐳ߐ O ߩ㒻⧓㐳ᑈ Ceramic Hallway ߢࠆޕ
↹ߣߦຠ⟲ߣᤨߩᕁࠍᝄࠅߞߡߺߚޕ
At the beginning of 2017,I had a chance to have my solo show exhibition at Yingge
Ceramic Museum.(Taiwan) The venue was 30m-long Ceramic Hallway in the basement.
I looked back my works and thoughts at the time of making them with the images.

َাৣُnŪƈƎƎƄ|ق0RRQ/LJKWك
⪤ᄢ⾨ ૫⾨ޓᣂ┻Ꮢ㢩㒻⏛ඳ‛㙚⬿
Hagi Grand Prix Honorable Award,Collection of Yingge Ceramics Museum J
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ߪ⑳ޓ㐳ࠄߊ㒻ߒߥ߇ࠄ߽⥄߁ߣߙࠇߎޔಽߩᔃࠍ⸤ߖࠆࠍߖߕߦߚޕ
ㅅߩᨐߡߦㄡࠅ⌕ߚߩߪ߈‛ේೋߩ߁ߟࠊޔ
̌⏀̍ߩᒻߢߞߚߥ߆⼾ߩ⏀ޕౝ൮
⊛ⓨ㑆ߣ⥄ޔಽߩᔃߩਛߦ╵߃ࠍតߒߚߕߨߥ߇ࠄᒻߞߡࠁߊㆊ⒟ߪ⚿ᨐุޔቯߒߡ
ߚ⥄りࠍฃߌࠇ߁ߣޔߔ⸵ޔޔࠍน⢻ߦߒߡߊࠇߚߣࠊߟ߁ߡߞߣߦ⑳ޕ
ߪ⥄りࠍ⸤ߔߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆ♖⊛ቝቮߢࠆޕ
ޓ㨬ਅ㨭ߣ߁࠲ࠗ࠻࡞ߪޔ
㜞ߺ߆ࠄ㕒߆ߦ⪭ߜߊࠆశࠍᶎ߮ḩߜḖ߃ࠆ᥉ㆉߩሽޔ
ߣ߁ࠗࡔࠫߦࠃߞߚ߇ੱࠆߒ߽ޕᓐࠄߩྫ߈ߥ߆߿⒁ޔḳᕷࠍ⡞ߚߥࠄ߫ޔ
ߘߩੱ߽߹ߚ᥉ㆉߩਅߦሽߩ⑳ޔຠߩ৻ㇱߢࠆޕ
ޓIt took ages to find a suitable form to express myself. While struggling, what I finally made
was ‘Ustsuwa’ (Bowl). ’ Ustuswa’ means not only a bowl but capacity as well.Creating the rich
inner space of a bowl healed me and it allowed, accepted and forgave me. Through the creation
process, I could come to the stage to allow, accept and forgive myself.
‘ޓMoon Light’ was titled for this exhibition from the image of quiet existence filled with
moonlight falling down from the sky. If you hear their whisper or sigh, you’ ve already been
those who are quietly standing under the moon, a part of my works.
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َᕧُŷƄƗƄƝƘƐƘ

ⓨ㑆ࠍౝ൮ߔࠆ߆ߚߜߪ㨮
ᗐࠍߪࠄੱߩ߹ߩࠃ߁ߦᗵߓࠆ
The form having a space feels like an
appearance of a human having thoughts.
J EO

َাॉُŷƖƘƎƌƄƎƄƕƌ
㐿ߌࠄࠇߚญ߆ࠄߪ
ྫ߈߿ḳᕷ߇ᐝ߆ߦ
Whispering and sighing breathes
gently from the opened mouth.
 㨪 ޓJ 㨪  EO

َॅऎइُżƘƎƘƈ
ṫࠆ߆ߦ߆ߚߜࠍਈ߃ࠆ
Giving a form to things drifting.
ޓJ EO

َাৣُŪƈƎƎƄ
ߤߞߒࠅߣޔ಄ߚߊ߽ᄢ᳇ߪំࠄߋ
Even if it massive and cold,
the atmosphere wavers.
ޓJ EO
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َাৣණُؙƮŪƈƎƎƄŃƊƘƑƼ
ޓJ EO
ߪߢࠕࠫࠕޓ㘵ࠍ⋓ࠆ⏀ߣߪޔㅢߒߡޟ㘩㨯㨯ኅ⽎ࠍޠᓽߔࠆޕᣣᧄߪߘߩౝ⊛ㅧဳ
ߦ♖ᕈޔቝቮࠍߺࠆࠍ⏀ߩߘޕญㅧࠅ㨯ᣇะ㨯߈ࠍ᭽ߦޘࠅޔᕈࠆ߽ߩߩ㓸ว
ߣߒߡߒߚޕ
ਅ↹ฝޔ
หߓຠࠍบർߩࠡࡖߢ㆑߁㈩⟎ߦߒߚ߽ߩޕ
ਛᄩߛߞ
ߚ㤥⏀ࠍⷺߦ㨮⍾ࠍߎ߷ߔߩ⍾ߣ☨ޕ㑐ଥߥߤ㨮߿߿ᾜᖱ⊛ߥ᳇㈩߇ߚࠃ߁ߦᕁߞߚޕ
Asians have a common sense of Wan,a bowl for rice which symbolizes meal,home and life.Japan
is deeply conscious of it’ s inner universe. I considered the bowl made with variety of mouth,
direction and inclination as a group of individual unique personality. The image on the right is the
same works placed in a different arrangement when exhibiting at the gallery in Taipei. Spill the
sand with the black bowl. I thought it created somewhat fueling atmosphere which made me feel
the relationship between rice and sand.
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੧૾ؙ,QYLWDWLRQ
ޓᶏᄖߢߩዷߪޔャㅍ߿⸒⺆ߩ↪⾌ޔ㗴߽ࠅએᄖߦᄙߊߩഭജࠍ⾌ߒߚޕᐢળ
႐ߢߪᄢ߈ߥຠ߽ᔅⷐߢ⁁ߩ࠲࠲ᴺߢߪᄢ߈ߐߦ㒢⇇ࠍᗵߓࠆ߇ޔ࿁ߪ㓸วߩ
ዷ␜߽ട߃ࡏࡘࡓᗵࠍߞߚߪ࡞ࡎޕ㐳ߊਅ㓏ࠍභޔᾖߩലᨐ߇㜞ߊ̌ਅ̍
ߩ⇇ⷰ߇ߖߚߣᕁ߁ޕᕁࠊߧ᧪߽ᄙߊᄢᄌࠃ⚻㛎ߦߥߞߚޕ㢩㒻⏛ඳ‛㙚ߢߪ
ᶏᄖ߆ࠄߩࠫ࠺ࡦࠬኅ߽ᢙฬṛߒߡ߅ࠅ ߩ࠳ࡦࠝޔ#PP8CP*QG[ ᅚผ ਅ↹
ߥߤ૫߈ળߣᵹߩ႐ߢߞߚޕ
ᤨߪߩ߁ⴕࠍߡోߢੱ৻ޓ㑆ജ᳇ജߣ߽ታߦ෩ߒߊޔ㢩㒻⏛ඳ‛㙚ߩ㑐ଥ⻉᳁ޔบḧ߹
ߢหⴕ㨮ዷ␜ࠍᚻવߞߡߊࠇߚ᧖ᧄᅚผߤ߁ࠂߜޔห㙚ߢࠫ࠺ࡦࠬਛߦߡᚻࠍ⾉ߒߡ
ߊࠇߚฬ⧓ห↰ਛ᳁ߦᗵ⻢ߒߚޕ
㧔৻ㇱ↹ឭଏᣂ┻Ꮢ┙㢩㒻⏛ඳ‛㙚#PP8CP*QG[㧕
The overseas exhibition required much time for the problem besides making works. Big works are
necessary for a large venue .however I felt the limit on the size with the current porcelain slab making.
I added the group display to cover the sense of volume.I think I could create the “Moon Light” world
with the lighting effect which was highޓbecause the hall was long and underground.
It was good experience including many unexpected happenings. At Yingge Museum, several
overseas artists stayed as residents and became a nice place to meet and exchange ideas with them
including Ann Van Hoey.
Here I express my sincere thanks to all the related staff of
Museum and friends.
ޓޓޓޓޓޓޓޓޓޓޓޓޓޓޓޓ㧔Some images are provided by Yingge Ceramic Museum,
Ann Van Hoey㧕
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